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The film is set in the crazy world of rave parties.n It is an outrageous teen comedy starring Rajat Barmech, Shazan Padamsi, Chunky Pandey, Suresh Menon and others.n This film, which you will see,
illustrates well the main idea that catharsis in life is easy come if you just start dancing.n One student had two dreams. One is about traveling to India in search of spiritual teachers. The other one is
about making more money.n So when his countryman suggested that he go with him to a nightclub in the Arabian desert and then throw a party, the aspiring star decided not to miss his chance. one

day, one of the participants in the party, Jeffrey, took a terrible dose of badaise. After that, he began to behave strangely, began to argue with others and began to behave carelessly. there was a pretext
to stop him. Now Jeffrey's friends are accused of murder and he is forced to hide and live in the Arabian desert. But one day, Jeffrey's friend appeared - an intern named Milton, who is ready to help
him. in an accident and now he's in a coma.n It turns out that every episode in the TV show "Life Story" is a story of saving one person.n Milton tries to free Jeffrey from his fate of "killer" and find
new friends.n The filmmakers offer us, along with young actors Clive Owen, Jamie Foxx and John Cusack, to see how they are on the way to their dream.n On the way to the dream!n The actors who

got into the film are not the most famous. But the film shows that there were famous ones among them. It all started like everyone else - Jeffrey was a star in college, got a more or less decent job. And
then there was that accident that happened to Jeffrey. his family and friends abandoned him.n Jeffrey's friends and his family tried their best to help him, but they couldn't. decided to throw playboy

style parties to people
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